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logical type to another, particularly from Ogawa
to Inaba, has been observed during epidemics, in
endemic areas, and in the laboratory.4 Transforma-
tion from type Inaba to type Ogawa, although very
rare, has been reported recently in the USA, where
a technician was accidentally infected in a labora-
tory that maintained only the Inaba serotype.
During the first 2 days after infection, the Inaba
type was isolated from the patient; from the third

d Bhaskaran, K. & Gorrill, R. H. (1957) J. gen. Microbiol.,
16, 721.

day onwards, however, the organisms isolated were
consistently of the Ogawa type.e
One Heiberg group III strain of the Ogawa type

isolated from a cholera case during the epidemic in
Iraq also deserves special attention. In some tests
it gave the reactions typical of El Tor vibrios, but it
was unlike the other organisms isolated in being
susceptible to Mukerjee's type IV phage. The
appearance of such mutants or transformed organ-
isms may be possible in a bacterial population.

e Sheehy, T. W. et al. (1966) J. Amer. med. Ass., 197, 321.
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La theorie liant le polymorphisme du systeme
sanguin ABO dans le monde a des differences de
sensibilite a la variole, lors des epidemies du passe,
a souleve de nombreuses controverses. Des obser-
vations faites dans diverses contrees oiu la variole
provoque encore des epidemies ont donne lieu 'a

des conclusions contradictoires: certains auteurs ont
trouve une predominance des groupes A et AB parmi
les individus atteints par la maladie, tandis que
d'autres ne notaient aucune difference.

Afin de contribuer 'a resoudre ce probleme, nous
nous sommes proposes de determiner les groupes

REPARTITION DES GROUPES SANGUINS CHEZ DES VARIOLEUX
ET DES SUJETS TEMOINS

Groupe sanguin Total Total Total
Cat6gorie A [ B AB A+AB B+O g6n6ral

Varioleux

Nombre 26 22 6 54 32 76 108

% 24,1 20,4 5,5 50,0 29,6 70,4 -

Temoins

Nombre 112 116 20 216 132 332 464

/ 24,1 25,0 4,3 46,6 28,4 71,6 -

sanguins de 108 sujets congolais (parmi lesquels
84 enfants de moins de 6 ans non vaccines) hospi-
talises pour variole dans un hopital de Lubumbashi
(Republique democratique du Congo) et de les
comparer a ceux de 464 sujets sains pris comme
t6moins (voir tableau).

a Actuellement: Maitre de conferences a la Faculte de
M6decine, Universite de Liege, Belgique.

b Actuellement: Assistant au Service universitaire de
p6diatrie, Liege.

Les resultats obtenus (publies plus en detail
ailleurs) c montrent que la repartition des groupes
sanguins des varioleux suit fidelement celle de la
population temoin; les deces sont aussi frequents
dans les deux echantillons (6 deces sur 32 varioleux
de groupes A et AB; 17 deces sur 76 varioleux de
groupes 0 et B).

c Ann. Soc. belge Med. trop., 1967, 47 (sous presse).
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Groupe sanguin Cas de variole Ddces

A 26 5
B 22 6
AB 6 1
0 54 11

Total 108 23

Ces observations, bien que limitees, nous ame-
nent 'a infirmer l'hypothese de l'influence des
groupes sanguins ABO sur la resistance a la va-
riole et, par voie de consequence, sur la repar-
tition polymorphe des groupes sanguins dans le
monde.
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Chemicals used to kill aquatic snails are somewhat
unstable under the conditions occurring in tropical
habitats. Therefore a single application of mollusci-
cide to flowing water will control snails for only a
limited distance downstream, depending on the
toxic stability of the chemical, the applied con-
centration, and the stream conditions. This analysis
deals with one aspect of the economic implications
of these factors, with the intention of throwing light
on more economical techniques for the application
of molluscicides. Attention is given to the efficient
use of chemicals in a molluscicide application and
labour costs are not taken into account. Thus, the
conclusions are applicable only when labour is a
minor element in the total cost of mollusciciding.

It is possible to clarify the process of molluscicide
detoxication by analysing each of the many relevant
factors independently. However, it is simpler to
approximate the total pattern of chemical decay by
the generalized first-order differential equation,

dC
dt ~~~~~~~(1)dit

where C is the molluscicide concentration at any
time (t). Data from field applications of acrolein a
and other studies b..c,d indicate that this is a fairly
accurate assumption. It is useful to characterize the
rate of decay by the " half-life " for each molluscicide
under specified field conditions. The half-life (a)

a Ferguson, F. F. et al. (1961) Publ. Hlth Rep. (Wash.),
76, 461-467.

b Buchanan, T. J. (1964) J. sanit. Engng Div. Amer. Soc.
civ. Engrs, 90, (SA 3), pp. 1-12.

c Crossland, N. 0. (1963) Bull. Wld Hlth Org., 29, 515-524.
d Hiatt, C. W. et al. (1960) J. Amer. Soc. trop. Med.

Hyg., 9, 527-531.

is calculated as 0.69/k, independent of C0, the
concentration of molluscicide applied at time t = 0.

It would be more accurate to deal with the total
amount of toxicant in equation 1. However, the
simpler case will be pursued where attenuation of
the chemical wave is ignored, and the average
concentration is proportional to the total amount
of toxicant.

If tests on local snails under local conditions
indicate Ct, the toxic concentration (Ct = the
LC99.5 or some other value representing virtually
complete kill), the question still remains: what field
concentration should actually be applied as C0?
If the LC99.5 is applied, it will give complete (99.5%O)
mortality at the point of application, but the mortal-
ity will soon decrease as the molluscicide moves
downstream. Only a small amount of chemical
would be used, but to control a very short section
of stream, if any at all. At the other extreme, one
could apply 50 times the LC91.5, thus ensuring
control for a longer distance downstream, but at
greater expense. Somewhere between these extremes
lies the most economical application value for C0.
This optimum level can be determined by ascer-
taining the concentration which gives the maximum
benefit-to-cost ratio (BCR), wherein the benefit is
proportional to the reach of stream covered by a
toxic concentration, and the cost is determined by
the quantity of chemical needed for the application.
This simplified picture does not deal with the changes
in toxic impact caused by lengthening of the chemical
wave as it passes downstream.
For the pattern of detoxification specified in

equation 1, the BCR can be written as the ratio
of T, the time of effective downstream treatment,
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